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Abstract
Integration seeks to break down the barriers between the subject areas in order to provide students with better
learning opportunities that facilitate the development of knowledge that is relevant and meaningful to clinical
practice, deep and retrievable, and amenable to alteration, updating, and development as a part of an ongoing
process of lifelong learning.
The subject of curriculum integration has been under discussion off and on for the last half century, with a
resurgence occurring over the past decade. The "explosion" of knowledge, the increase of state mandates related to
myriad issues, fragmented teaching schedules, concerns about curriculum relevancy, and a lack of connections and
relationships among disciplines have all been cited as reasons for a move towards an integrated curriculum.

Keywords Integration; Curriculum; Course; Discipline; Cognitive;
Medical education; Learning theories

Definition of Integration
The most prominent models for integration discussed over the past
few decades were the Integration Ladder introduced by Ronald
Harden et al. [1] and the Ten Ways to Integrate Curriculum described
by Robin Fogarty et al. [2]. Those two most common continuums of
methodologies for integration will be discussed in our review (Figure
1).

knowledge but also motivate and develop learners' power to perceive
new relationships and thus to create new models, systems, and
structures [4].
Curriculum integration can be described as an approach to teaching
and learning that is based on both philosophy and practicality. It can
generally be defined as a curriculum approach that purposefully draws
together knowledge, skills, attitudes and values from within or across
subject areas to develop a more powerful understanding of key ideas.
Curriculum integration occurs when components of the curriculum
are connected and related in meaningful ways by both the students
and teachers [5].
Horizontal integration brings together the disciplines, topics, and
subject. It refers to the provision of learning within the structure where
individual departments/subject areas contribute to the development
and delivery of learning a meaningful, holistic manner. By this process
and links are made between the different subject areas and that
learning is enriched by the connections and interrelationships being
made explicit [5].

Figure 1: Integration defined.
Shoemaker et al. [3] defined an integrated curriculum as “education
that is organized in such a way that it cuts across subject-matter lines,
bringing together various aspects of the curriculum into meaningful
association to focus upon broad areas of study”. It views learning and
teaching in a holistic way and reflects the real world, which is
interactive.
In the integrative curriculum, the planned learning experiences not
only provide the learners with a unified view of commonly held
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Vertical integration brings together basic and clinical sciences. It
refers to combination of basic and clinical sciences in such a way that
the traditional divide between preclinical and clinical studies is broken
down, therefore basic science is represented explicitly in the
curriculum within the clinical environments during all the years of
undergraduate education and beyond into postgraduate training and
continuing professional development. This means that the learning of
basic science is placed in the context of clinical and professional
practice and seen to be more meaningful and relevant to students [5].
Curriculum integration usually involves both horizontal and vertical
integration and is the pattern that is becoming widespread throughout
the world.
Our review will focus mainly on integration of the preclinical
(basic) medical sciences.
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Background
Integration is around us everywhere in society and in nature. Most
contemporary jobs require the integration of a range of skills. In
today’s workforce, we are given a problem and asked to solve it. In
traditional schools students are given a set of facts, asked to memorize
them, but then are not given the opportunity to apply them in a way
that is applicable to life outside of the school. Disconnection breeds
apathy while integration thrives on connections [6].
The movements toward a global economy and international
connections, as well as the rapid changes in technology, are pushing
education toward integration. The ability to make connections, to
solve problems by looking at multiple perspectives, and to incorporate
information from different fields, will be an essential ingredient for
success in the future. An enduring argument for integration is that it
represents a way to avoid the fragmented and irrelevant acquisition of
isolated facts, transforming knowledge into personally useful tools for
learning new information [7].
Integrated curricula have been widely adopted, fuelled by
dissatisfaction with the way basic sciences have been taught as
individual disciplines with no clinical application and by growing
recognition that the traditional instructional modes no longer meet
current demands for interdisciplinary inquiry and practice in medicine
[8,9]. At the same time, cognitive theories of learning suggest that an
integrated approach to education may have important beneﬁts for
learning and retention because it facilitates contextual and applied
learning, and can promote development of the well-organized
knowledge structures that underlie effective clinical reasoning [10-13].
Traditional pre-clerkship curricula, with each science discipline
offering its content from within a departmental silo, frequently fail
learners as they advance to the clinical years. Information presented
without robust cross-links and ties to clinical applications, and tested
in isolation from related subject matter, has proven difficult for
students to recall after the transition to clinical clerkships [14].
The movement towards integrated curriculum is a move away from
memorization and recitation of isolated facts and figures to more
meaningful concepts and the connections between concepts. The
twenty-first century requirement for a flexible use of knowledge goes
beyond a superficial understanding of multiple isolated events to
insights developed by learning that is connected-(Or) integrated [4].

History
Since the time of Flexner, the basic science medical school
curriculum has largely consisted of discrete courses controlled by
individual departments [8]. Such curricula have largely included an
initial phase focused on normal structure and function followed by a
pathophysiology phase, sometimes organized around organ systems or
taught during core clinical rotations [15].
Dissatisfaction with this curricular model has included students’
complaints about lack of relevance and faculty members’ concerns
about students’ failure to recall relevant basic science knowledge
during their clinical education. Medical students have viewed the basic
science curriculum as a hurdle to be overcome in order to earn the
right to step onto the hospital wards and clinical teachers have
complained that when students arrive on the clinical rotations, they
have no intellectual curiosity, having spent the first phase of medical
school memorizing unrelated facts rather than learning to think like a
clinician [15].
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In 1969, McMaster Medical School challenged the assumption that
students could only learn basic science by listening to the experts;
faculty replaced the traditional lecture and laboratory basic science
curriculum with problem-based learning (PBL) in which small groups
of students working with cases and problems under the guidance of a
faculty tutor could be trusted to identify essential learning questions
and educate themselves through independent and peer teaching [16].
Few medical schools in North America were willing to adopt this
curricular model until Harvard Medical School created a hybrid
curriculum in 1985 that combined PBL with limited lectures and
laboratories in order to help students develop a flexible, integrated
knowledge base [17].
Using a block structure rather than concurrent courses to promote
integration and encouraging partnerships between basic science and
clinical faculty members in designing these blocks, Harvard
demonstrated that students could learn basic science in the context of
clinical medicine and humanistic care while maintaining sufficient
content mastery to pass the national licensing examination with no
decrement in basic science knowledge [18]. The prevailing trend in
basic science curriculum change around the world is now towards
integration, both horizontally among disciplines and vertically
between basic and clinical sciences, often including PBL as an
integrative function [19].

Benefits of Integrative Approach to Curriculum Planning
Many teachers in the primary grades cite the following benefits of
an integrative approach to curriculum and planning.

Allowing for flexibility:
Through curriculum integration, teachers can plan for the
development of key skills and understandings that transcend
individual strands and subjects.

Building on prior knowledge and experiences:
Choosing meaningful connections among subject areas helps
students build on their diverse prior knowledge and experiences,
supports their holistic view of the world and ensures more meaningful
learning.

Unifying the students’ learning
Curriculum integration enables students to develop a unified view
of the curriculum to broaden the context of their learning beyond
single subject areas.

Reflecting the real world
When curriculum is organized in a holistic way, it better reflects the
real world and the way children learn at home and in the community
Matching the way students think:
Brain research supports the theory that younger students take in
many things and process and organize them at one time. Teaching
ideas holistically, rather than in fragmented pieces, better reflects how
young students’ brains process information [5].

Requirements for Integration
1. Effective management of change: Shifting the curriculum from
one state (fragmentation) to another (integration) is a major issue that
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needs careful management by the curriculum administrators and also
needs full understanding and support by everyone in the institution.
2. In-depth review the curriculum: to be able to plan and implement
a successful integration in the curriculum, every component of the
curriculum and every curriculum area should be properly mapped and
documented.
3. Commitment of faculty, departments, and individuals, and
development
of
teams and structures to support planning and implementation.

Nested
1. Description: Nested integration takes advantage of natural
combinations. Integration is performed by overtly making connections
or creating combinations.
2. Advantages: Gives attention to several areas at once, leading to
enriched and enhanced learning.
3. Disadvantages: Students may be confused and lose sights of the
main concepts of the activity or lesson.

4. Agreement on the degree and type (horizontal and
vertical) of integration: the level of integration should be agreed upon
by faculty, departments, and individuals based on the feasibility and
resources available. Sometimes, partial integration is better adopted as
a beginning and the level can be increased gradually by time. This is
true especially in well-established institutions. In newly-established
ones, a fully integrated curriculum may be planned from the
beginning; so long the resources are available. Also, integration may be
started as horizontal in the basic medical sciences as a prototype for
further integration (horizontal between clinical sciences and vertical
between basic and clinical sciences) [6].

3. Disadvantages: Requires ongoing collaboration and flexibility, as
teachers have less autonomy in sequencing curricula.

Methodologies of Integration

Shared

In this paper, the two most common continuums of methodologies
for integration [1,2] will be described.

1. Description: The shared model brings two distinct disciplines
together into a single focus. The shared methodology overlaps
concepts as the organizer.

Fogarty methodologies for integration:
Fogarty et al. [2] has described ten levels of integration, grouped
under three forms.

Form One: Within a Single Discipline
Fragmented

Form Two: Across the Disciplines
Sequenced
1. Description: Topics and units are taught independently, but they
are arranged and sequenced to provide a framework for related
concepts. Teachers arrange topics so that similar units articulate.
2. Advantages: Facilitates transfer of learning across content areas.

2. Advantages: Shared instructional experiences; with two teachers
on a team it is less difficult to collaborate.
3. Disadvantages: requires time, flexibility, commitment and
compromise.

Webbed
1. Description: Thematic teaching, using a theme as a base for
instructions in many disciplines.

1. Description: The fragmented methodology is a traditional
curriculum design which separates topics and courses into distinct
disciplines. In this model courses are separated into traditional areas of
study. Each area is defined as an independent course of study.

2. Advantages: Motivating for students; helps them see connections
between ideas.

2. Advantages: Clear and discrete view of a discipline to the
students.

3. Disadvantages: Theme must be carefully and thoughtfully
selected to be meaningful, with relevant and rigorous content.

3. Disadvantages: Connections are not made clear for students; less
transfer of learning.

Threaded

Connected
1. Description: A connected methodology focuses on the details,
subtleties, and interconnections within an individual discipline. It is
this focus on making connections (i.e., one topic to another, one skill
to another or one concept to another) which makes this methodology
a simple form of integration. It is important to the concept of
integration that this methodology directly relates ideas within a
discipline.
2. Advantages: Key concepts are connected leading to the review,
reconceptualization, and assimilations of ideas within a discipline.

1. Description: The threaded approach to integration is a metacurricular approach where big ideas are enlarged. This methodology
threads thinking skills, social skills, study skills, graphic organizers,
technology, and multiple intelligences approach to thinking
throughout all disciplines. The threaded approach supersedes all
subject matter content. Using this approach, interdepartmental teams
can focus on thinking skills to integrate with content information. The
threaded approach takes learning to a synthesis level.
2. Advantages: Students learn how they are learning, facilitating
future transfer of learning.
3. Disadvantages: Disciplines remain separate.

3. Disadvantages: Disciplines are not related; contents focus
remains within the discipline.
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Integrated
1. Description: In an integrated methodology interdisciplinary
topics are arranged around overlapping concepts and emergent
patterns. This process blends the disciplines by finding overlapping
skills, concepts, and attitudes found across the disciplines. Much like
the shared methodology, integration is a result of shifting related ideas
out of the subject matter content. An important process of the
integrated methodology is that teachers work together on the topics or
themes as commonalities emerge.
2. Advantages: Encourage students to see interconnectedness and
interrelationships among disciplines, students are motivated as they
see these connections.
3. Disadvantages: Requires interdepartmental teams with common
planning and teaching times.

Form Three: Within and Across Learners
Immersed
1. Description: The immersed methodology focuses all curricular
content on interest and expertise. With this methodology, integration
takes place within the learners, with little or no outside intervention.
This immersed study is often undertaken in a field of intense interest
or passion.
2. Advantages: Integration takes place within the learner.
3. Disadvantages: May narrow the focus of the learner.

Networked
1. Description: A networked methodology creates multiple
dimensions and directions of focus. Like brainstorming, it provides
various ideas and ways of discovering. The networked methodology is
totally student centered. It professes that only the learner can direct
the integration process. The methodology proposes that the learner
knows their topic and can self-direct their focus on the necessary
resources both within and across subject areas.
2. Networks are created between the learner and various
information systems, subject matter experts, and others who have an
interest, experience or knowledge of the topic or theme.
3. Advantages: Pro-active, with learner stimulated by new
information, skills and concepts.
4. Disadvantages: Learner can be spread too thin, efforts become
ineffective.

Harden Methodologies for Integration: “The
Integration Ladder”
Harden et al. [1] argues that curricular integration can be viewed as
a ladder, with discipline-based teaching (isolation) at the bottom of the
ladder and full integration (trans-disciplinary teaching) at the top.

Figure 2: The Integration Ladder.
(Courtesy of Professor Ronald Harden et al. [1])
The integration ladder (Figure 2) has eleven steps from subjectbased to integrated teaching and learning. In the first four steps on the
ladder, the emphasis is on the subjects or disciplines. Moving up the
ladder, the following six steps emphasize integration across several
disciplines. In the final step, the student takes more responsibility for
the integration and is given the tools to do so [1].

Step 1: Isolation/fragmentation
1. Description: Departments or subject specialists organize their
teaching without consideration of other subjects or disciplines. Each
discipline looks, from the perspective of their own discipline, at the
curriculum content in terms of areas to be covered, depth of coverage,
sequence and timing. This isolation approach may be found in the
traditional medical curriculum with blocks of time allocated to the
individual disciplines. Students attend a lecture on anatomy, and then
move on to a lecture in physiology with neither lecturer being aware of
what was covered in the other lecture.
2. Advantages: Disciplines are retaining their boundaries so content
is kept clear and intact.
3. Disadvantages: No attention is paid to other, or related, subjects
which contribute to the curriculum. Each subject is seen as an entity in
itself. The relationships between subjects are not explicitly covered and
related topics from two disciplines are not intentionally correlated.
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Step 2: Awareness
1. Description: As with isolation, the teaching is subject-based.
However, some mechanisms are in place whereby the teacher in one
subject is made aware of what is covered in other subjects in the
curriculum. This can be achieved through appropriate documentation
and communication about the aims and objectives of each course and
the content and topics covered in lectures and other teaching sessions.
Lecture notes or handouts may be circulated to other course teachers
as well as to students.
2. Advantages: The teacher can take account of what colleagues
cover in other parts of the course when planning his or her teaching,
avoiding unnecessary duplication or redundancy and cross-referring,
where appropriate, to other parts of the course.
3. Disadvantages: There is no explicit attempt to help the student to
take an integrated view of the subject.

Step 3: Harmonization/consultation
1. Description: In harmonization, teachers responsible for different
courses or different parts of the same course consult each other and
communicate about their courses. The consultation process takes place
through informal discussions between teachers or through more
formal curriculum planning committees and meetings. The
consultation may involve individual teachers or groups of teachers.
The process of consultation may be overseen by a member of staff who
has some overall responsibility for the curriculum and who has the
facilitation or organization of discussion between teachers from
different subjects.
2. Advantages: Encourages teachers to adapt their programs so that
each course makes an appropriate contribution to the curriculum and
the overall curriculum objectives are more likely to be achieved.
3. Disadvantages: Disciplines remain separate.

Step 4: Nesting/infusion
1. Description: Content drawn from different subjects in the
curriculum may be used to enrich the teaching of one subject. The
term “infusion” has also been applied to this stage of integration where
teachers “analyze” the separate subject's goals and identify ways in
which these generic skills can be refined into existing subjects.
2. Advantages: Individual subjects or disciplines recognize the
broader curriculum outcomes and relate their teaching program to
these. They may do this by arranging content specific inputs from
other parts of the course into the subject's teaching program, and by
recognizing the generic competencies, such as communication and
problem-solving skills, to be acquired in the program.
3. Disadvantages: Teaching remains subject-based and the course is
the responsibility of and in the control of the subject or discipline.

Step 5: Temporal co-ordination/parallel teaching
1. Description: Each subject remains responsible for its own
teaching program. The timing of the teaching of topics within a
subject, however, is done in consultation with other disciplines. The
timetable is adjusted so that topics within the subjects or disciplines
which are related are scheduled at the same time. Similar topics are
taught on the same day or week while remaining part of a subjectbased teaching program. Students study the concepts of the different
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subjects separately, and are left themselves to uncover the
relationships. This approach has been described also as “parallel” or
“concurrent” teaching.
2. Advantages: Programs described as “integrated teaching
programs” are often, in practice, programs which are temporally
coordinated. The implementation of a temporally coordinated
program introduces some of the advantages of integrated teaching and
is a good stepping off point for a more integrated curriculum.
3. Disadvantages: Teaching is not fully integrated and disciplines
still retain, to a great extent, their fragmented nature.

Step 6: Sharing/joint teaching
1. Description: Two disciplines may agree to plan and jointly
implement a teaching program. The “shared planning and teaching”
takes place in two disciplines in which overlapping concepts or ideas
emerge as organizing elements'[3]. The two disciplines which come
together to offer such a program are usually complementary subjects
and the joint course produced emphasizes shared concepts, skills, and
attitudes. The focus of the course is usually in these shared elements.
The impetus for shared programs often comes from the subjects or
departments themselves, through the identification of common areas
of teaching or the need to include a new topic in the curriculum. The
departments appreciate that together they can teach the subject better,
more effectively, and more efficiently than either could alone.
2. Advantages: Unlike temporal co-ordination, which may be a step
towards a more fully integrated overall program, shared programs are
often seen as ends in themselves. They tend to be perceived as special
cases which, even if they are successful, are not necessarily examples to
be followed in other parts of the curriculum. Occasionally, however,
this is not so and a shared program may be a step towards more
complete integration.
3. Disadvantages: Not all disciplines are fit for this type of
integration. The two disciplines should have overlapping concepts and
ideas. Again, the integration is not fully emphasized here.

Step 7: Correlation/concomitant program
1. Description: The emphasis remains on disciplines or subjects
with subject-based courses taking up most of the curriculum time.
This session brings together areas of interest common to each of the
subjects.
2. Advantages: Within this framework, an integrated teaching
session or course is introduced in addition to the subject-based
teaching.
3. Disadvantages: The integrated disciplines should have areas of
common interest. Also, the integration is not fully emphasized, as the
emphasis is still on the separate disciplines or subjects.

Step 8: Complementary/mixed program
1. Description: This approach has both subject-based and integrated
teaching. The integrated sessions now represent a major feature of the
curriculum. These sessions are recognized to be, in terms of time,
allocated resources and assessment as important, if not more
important, than the subject-based teaching. The focus for the teaching
may be a theme or topic to which the disciplines can contribute.
Running alongside the integrated teaching are scheduled opportunities
for subject-based teaching.
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2. Advantages: Student assessment strategies in this approach
stresses on both the integrated and fragmented parts of the
curriculum.
3. Disadvantages: A great part of the curriculum is subject-based,
and integration runs as a parallel track alongside the separate
disciplines.

Step 9: Multi-disciplinary/webbed
1. Description: A multidisciplinary approach (termed “webbed” by
Fogarty) brings together a number of subject areas in a single course
with themes, problems, topics, or issues as the focus for the students'
learning. The themes selected as the focus in an integrated course may
function in different ways. The themes can delineate an area in which
practical decisions have to be made and which serve as a focal point of
interdisciplinary thinking. Tasks to be undertaken by the professional
may also be used as a focus for integrated teaching. In task-based
learning within this approach, the learning is concerned not only with
mastery of the tasks but with learning related to the tasks, including an
understanding of the relevant basic and applied medical sciences. In
multidisciplinary teaching, the contributions of the individual
disciplines to the theme are stated implicitly in the curriculum
documents and the timetables.

the learner's real world experience and through these they filter the
broader aims and goals of the integrated curriculum. In this
environment, the learner is driven to find out as dictated by the
prescribed tasks. This stage of integration has been termed `authentic'
integration, reflecting that the learning occurs in the real world. The
term `fusion' has also been applied to this stage. As the student learns,
he or she integrates internally and intrinsically and completes the
mastery of the competencies related to the task. Fogarty et al. [22] uses
the term `immersion' when `disciplines become part of the learner's
experience and through these filter the broader aims and goals'.
2. Advantages: Maximally resembles the real world situations.
Experiences learned through it are thought to be easily incorporated
into the learner’s metacognition and set of values and attitudes.
3. Disadvantages: it is difficult to achieve and needs tremendous
collaborative efforts from the sides of the curriculum planners and
subject area experts. Also, its success depends mainly on the learners
and their degree of readiness to learn through such highly integrative
approach.

Conclusion

3. Disadvantages: The disciplines preserve their identity and each
demonstrates how their subject contributes to the student's
understanding of the theme or problem. Still, themes are viewed
through the lens of subjects or disciplines.

Integrating a curriculum is a complex process. It is differentially
understood and experienced by students and faculty, and can refer to
instructional method, content, faculty work or synthesis of knowledge
in the minds of learners. It can occur at different rates and some
subjects are integrated more easily than others. An integrated
curriculum holds much promise for raising students, who will be able
to apply their school-acquired knowledge to their work and to their
personal development.

Step 10: Inter-disciplinary/monolithic
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